
PERFECT COMBINATIONS

CIGAR DRINK PRICE
___________________________________________________________________________________

Partagás, Serie D No.4 Ron Zacapa 23 33,00€
An earthy strong cigar, not too aggressive, combined with a balanced sweet and spicy rum

Μοntecristo, Edmundo Cognac Otard XO 58,00€
The cigar’s vibrant flavours (chocolate, pepper, and liquorice) blends harmoniously 
with the cognac’s earthy aromas (coffee, chocolate, and vanilla)

Ηοyo de Monterrey, Epicure NO.2 Grappa Berta tre soli tre 47,00€
The fruity character of this wonderful cigar is harmoniously combined with the equally fruity  temperament 
of this truly exceptional Italian grappa

Βolivar, El Greco Jonnie  Walker Gold Label 50,00€
The profound personality of this collector’s cigar, with hints of chocolate and leather, 
embraces the voluptuous “Golden Johnny” (confit fruits, vanilla, and caramelized citrus) 

Cohiba, Siglo VI Congac Hennessy Paradis  191,00€
The stylishly complicated aromas of one of the best Cohibas, the Siglo VI, including wood, chocolate, 
and leather, do indeed combine admirably with the depth and finesse of one of this world’s top cognacs

Ramon Allones, Specially Selected Almond Drop by Nespresso 30,50€
A strong and earthy cigar with cocoa, coffee, and hints of almond paste flavours, 
finds an aromatic partner in this cool coffee cocktail by Nespresso

Romeo y Julieta, Romeo No 2 Dry Martini Cocktail 21,00€
The floral and botanic character of this cigar, with hints of wood, is complemented by the earthy character 
of a most classic Dry Martini

Η. Upmann, Half Corona Tequila Don Julio Reposado 19,00 €
Hints of honey, cocoa and caramel in this wonderful cigar and perfectly combined 
with the soft and suave aromas of aged agave distillate (dark chocolate, vanilla, cinnamon)



BolívarNamed in memory of Simon Bolivar, the brand was created in 1902 and from the outset became
the benchmark for strong, full flavoured Habanos. Bolivar cigars are rolled using oily wrappers
which deliver deep flavours with a rich aroma. Bolivars are usually not the first brand choice for
cigar novices, so we have included the El Greco special blend for our most experienced smokers, a
cigar produced in honour of the great painter Dominico Theotokopoulos from Crete.

Hoyo de Monterrey
Situated in San Juan y Martinez, the brand was created by Spanish emigrant José Gener in 1865.
Literally translated from Spanish to English as "the Hole of Monterrey" in reference to the concave
terrain favoured by growers of premium tobacco, near a river in the bottom of a valley, Hoyo’s
wrappers are said to be some of the best in the world. The brand’s blend is renowned for its light
flavour but intense aroma and some of the brand cigars are classic Habanos.

Ramón Allones
Ramon Allones is one of the oldest brands of Habanos still in production, created by brothers
Ramón and Antonio Allones in 1845 and is famed as the first cigar brand to have utilized colorful
lithographs for box art, the first to utilize bands on cigars, and the first to package cigars in the
"8-9-8" style. The brand blend is characterised by intense and complex flavour, dark wrappers and
rich aroma. Ramon Allones are made at the La Corona factory alongside Bolivar and Partagas. The
brand’s blend has turned milder in recent years, yet losing none of its great flavours.

CODE        NAME                  LENGTH (mm) RING  STRENGTH TASTE  VINTAGE PRICE  

Cohiba Cohiba, created in 1966, is the most prestigious of the Cuban brands of cigars, the only one whose leaves
undergo triple fermentation. When a bodyguard of Fidel Castro shared some of his private supply of 
cigars made by a local artisan named Eduardo Ribera, they pleased Castro so much that a special 
production was made for himself and other top government officials. For many years it remained for
diplomatic use only. Today the brand includes 4 distinct lines: Classica, 1492, Maduro 5 and Behike as
well as many Limited Editions and Reservas, often called the “selection of the selection”. The name 
cohíba derives from the Taíno word for tobacco.

CO012         ROBUSTOS       124 50                Med/Full       Spicy 38,00 €             
CO075 MAGICOS            115 52                Med/Full       Spicy 46,00 €             
CO037 SIGLO VI              150 52                Med/Full       Woody 51,00 €        

CODE        NAME                  LENGTH (mm) RING  STRENGTH TASTE  VINTAGE PRICE  
BO037 EL GRECO 141 50 Med/Full Leathery 2009 29,00 €

CODE        NAME                  LENGTH (mm) RING  STRENGTH TASTE  VINTAGE PRICE  
HO051 PETIT ROBUSTO 102 50 Light/Med Woody 17,00 €
HO010 EPICURE NO.2 124 50 Light/Med Fruity 21,00 €

CODE        NAME                              LENGTH (mm) RING     STRENGTH TASTE  VINTAGE PRICE  
RA002 SPECIALLY SELECTED        124 50 Med/Full Spicy 18,00 €

CODE        NAME                        LENGTH (mm) RING     STRENGTH TASTE  VINTAGE PRICE  
HU091 HALF CORONA 90 44 Medium Woody 10,00 €

CODE        NAME                        LENGTH (mm) RING  STRENGTH TASTE       VINTAGE PRICE    
MO015 NO.4 129 42 Med/Full Earthy 15,00 €
MO035 NO.2 (Pyramide) 156 52 Med/Full Spicy 28.00 €
MO048 NO.5 102 42 Med/Full Vegetal 12,00 €
MO052 EDMUNDO 135 52 Med/Full Spicy 25,00 €
MO082 PETIT EDMUNDO 110 52 Med/Full Vegetal 21,00 €
MO111 DOUBLE EDMUNDO  155 50 Med/Full Spicy 26,00 €
MO096 JUNIOR 110 38 Light/Med Woody 15,00 €
MO100 OPEN REGATA 135 46 Light/Med Woody 19,00 €

Montecristo Montecristos were created in 1935, when Alonso Menéndez purchased the Particulares Factory.
The name for the brand was inspired by the Alexandre Dumas novel The Count of Monte Cristo,
which was supposedly a very popular choice among the torcedores (cigar rollers) in their factory
to have read by the lector on the rolling floor. In the early days, they were sold exclusively at Dunhill
shops in New York and London. Nowadays, Montecristos range from medium to full strength and
cover the entire spectrum of sizes. The recently created Open series is made in smaller numbers,
receives great care and uses high quality wrappers, creating a very good looking cigar.

Created by Don Jaime Partagás from Catalonia in 1845, the brand is one of the oldest and most 
prestigious Habanos. Don Jaime is also believed to have experimented with various methods of 
fermenting and aging tobacco and is legendarily credited with hiring the one of the first lectors to read to
and entertain the cigar rollers as they worked. The Partagás blend has a consistently deep, rich, earthy flavour,
and a strong aroma.The brand is often the choice of experienced smokers and its characteristics make
it a perfect after dinner cigar. The series D n’4, a Robusto, is today the brand’s most popular cigar.

H.UpmannCreated by German banker Herman Upmann in 1844, the brand is known as a fine example of an
elegant light to medium Habano. The brand today comprises a wide range of cigars in a blend
praised for quality leaves, from tobacco grown in Cuba’s premium region, Vuelta Abajo. Upmann
has been the winner of several Gold Medals throughout the years and in the 1930s introduced
the metallic cigar tube. The favourite cigar of US President John F. Kennedy was the now-discon-
tinued, machine-made H. Upmann Petit Upmann (sold under the name Demi Tasse in the United
States). The night before the Cuban embargo was signed, he had aide Pierre Salinger procure
every box he could gather from Washington, DC tobacconists, totalling 1,200 cigars.

Partagás

Romeo y Julieta
Made famous by cigar devotee Sir Winston Churchill, the brand was founded in 1875 by Inocencio Alvarez and
Manin Garcia and is a benchmark for the medium flavour Habano cigar. Romeo y Julieta offers the widest range
of cigars of any Cuban brand and vitolas such as the Churchill, 7’’/47 gauge have been adopted by many other 
tobacco companies. Romeo’s blend is well balanced and aromatic and has been consistent over the years. In the
large cigar range strength can vary from light to medium Cedros and medium to full Belicosos. Before the first
world war, Romeos were produced with personalised bands for more than 2000 wealthy customers.

CODE        NAME                  LENGTH (mm) RING  STRENGTH TASTE  VINTAGE PRICE  
PA080 SERIE D NO.4 124 50 Full Woody 19,00 €
PA050 MILLE FLEURS 129 42 Medium Woody 9,00 €

CODE        NAME                       LENGTH (mm) RING  STRENGTH TASTE  VINTAGE PRICE  
RJ059 ROMEO NO.2 129 42 Medium Woody 11,00 €
RJ012 CHURCHILLS 178 47 Medium Woody 29,00 €
RJ111 SHORT CHURCHILLS     124 50 Medium Woody 22,00 €


